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Abstract 
Making a review for the quantitative evaluation research of Intellectual Prop-
erty Protection Level’s in china, we get the research status, research perspec-
tive and the research method of the study from the review. After analyzing the 
existed problem and deficiency of those studies, we set forth the prerequisite 
of Intellectual Property Protection Level’s study, and some new study though-
ts, which are based on performance theory and value chain theory. We suggest 
a new study method should be used in the quantitative evaluation study of in-
tellectual property protection level, which is a comprehensive evaluation me-
thod based on experts information. In the end, the principle of constructing 
parameter system will be elaborated, which will be used in quantitative evalu-
ation study of intellectual property protection. 
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1. Introduction 

Intellectual property protection has been an international policy concern. It is a 
legal confirmation to the right, which comes from intellectual activities in the 
field of science, technology, culture, art, etc. It is a complex problem, which is 
related with economic, science and technology, culture, education and others. 
More and more scholars have engaged in the research of intellectual property pro-
tection since China’s accession to the WTO. There are different opinions about the 
protection level of intellectual property in China. Some scholars believe that Chi-
nese existing intellectual property protection level is higher than what can be 
overwhelming, which is not conducive to economic development. Some scholars 
think that Chinese intellectual property protection level is lower. It is not suitable 
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to rapid economic growth, and adverse to the national development.  
Foreign scholars’ research shows choosing appropriate strategy of intellectual 

property protection is helpful to economic grow [1] [2]. So, we must make clear 
of intellectual property protection level and do some adjust to the protection 
strategy. It is a key point to quantitative evaluation for the level of intellectual 
property protection. In this review, we make careful analysis comparison of pre-
vious research on quantitative evaluation of intellectual property rights in China, 
point out the shortage of existing research on the basis of summarizing research 
ideas and research methods. We put forward a new research perspective and re-
search method, combined with the existing scholar’s research and full considera-
tion of actual economic and social conditions. West rive to make quantitative 
evaluation research of the intellectual property protection level has more realistic 
guiding significance that can give some specific advice to corresponding indus- 
try development or give some efficiency suggestion to adjust policy, but not give 
theory description only. 

2. The Quantitative Evaluation Research Status 
2.1. Research Review  

After intellectual property protection being the basic framework of the interna-
tional trade in WTO, the research related to it quickly became a hot topic. The 
protection issue of intellectual property is complicated, which affected by such 
factors as the legislative, judicial and law enforcement. It is more difficult to di-
rectly evaluate the level of intellectual property protection. [3] At present, most 
scholars have conducted qualitative studies or analysis of the theoretical model 
[4], because of lacking of quantitative measurement method. After joining the 
WTO, Chinese scholars have begun to use quantitative analysis methods to 
measure the level of intellectual property protection. 

In 2005, Yuxiong Han and Huaizu Li pointed out that intellectual property 
protection level cannot be accurately measured by using the Rapp-Rozek method 
or Ginarte-Park method in China. They put forward a revised method by adding 
parameters related law enforcement variables to Ginarte-Park method, and ap-
ply it to measure the level of intellectual property protection level [3]. In 2008, 
Chunming Xu and Xiaoguang Shan revised the Ginarte-Park method by adding 
intensity of law enforcement as a parameter, and evaluate intellectual property 
protection level of China from 1985 to 2004. They pointed that intellectual 
property protection level will be affected by five key factors, such as judicial pro-
tection level, administrative protection level, economic development level, the 
social public consciousness and international supervision [5]. Hui Peng, Jiejing 
Yao has adopted similar approach to evaluate the IP protection level of 58 coun-
tries [4]. Xuebing Shen and Jia Liu put forwards that that the economic devel-
opment level, degree of governed by law and enforcement of law are the three 
main factors to influent the intensity of actual IP protection, after measuring IP 
protection level from of 1995 to 2007, which results between that getting by G-P 
method and Han’s method [4]. Xue-bing Dong believe less strict protection of 
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intellectual property will more advantageous to our country economic growth in 
a short term. He get it from experiment result [4]. Hefa Song, Yuguang Li and 
Wan Qudo the experiment to respectively measure four kinds of ability, includ-
ing intellectual property creation ability, intellectual property application ability, 
intellectual property protection ability and intellectual property management 
ability. They set up a parameters system, which includes 20 parameters. Research 
shows it is important to encourage intellectual property creation ability [6].  

Since 2013, researches about IP protection have improved. Jing Yang, Xue- 
zhong Zhu’s research covered a wide field, concluding patent protection, copy-
right protection, trademark protection and geographical indication protection. 
Research objects are more comprehensive than previous research, which make 
research results more scientific and valid. They pointed out that high strength of 
the intellectual property protection in developing countries can lead to limited 
domestic policy system, the problems such as system establishment and opera-
tion cost increase. It is very important to do intellectual property protection of 
quantitative research. We should explore system establishment on the basis of 
protection economy, law and social influence with objective evaluation of intel-
lectual property rights [7]. In 2013 YingZhan, revised the method of Ginarte- 
Park by adding law enforcement indexes such as national intellectual property 
rights protection implementation index, law enforcement index of global rule of 
law and PC software piracy rate. He evaluated the influence of economic devel-
opment level on IP protection in the world 122 countries. He judged whether the 
level of intellectual property rights is adapted to the current level of economic 
development and pointed out that China’s legislative level is higher and the in-
tellectual property protection level corresponded to the current economic de-
veloping level. [4] In 2012, Mei-ling Yang finished the evaluation index system 
of enterprise’s intellectual property management research. [8] She put the four 
procedures of intellectual property rights into the concrete implementation of 
the enterprise to build the evaluation index system in order to improve the en-
terprise value maximization. [9] In 2012, HualinTan, Junqiang Zhang finished 
the evaluation research of judicial protection of intellectual property rights. They 
determined the evaluated objects of judicial protection of intellectual property 
rights and selected the key indicators of the performance evaluation. [10] In 
2013, Lv Min, Ya-bin Zhang in the study of the actual intensity measurement for 
the protection of intellectual property, with the entropy method to determine the 
weighting parameters. They measured the actual strength for the protection of 
intellectual property in China from 1985 to 2010. They pointed out that the gov-
ernment strengthened the construction of related intellectual property law sys-
tem, participated in the international intellectual property rules and other mea- 
sures, can obviously accelerate and promote the protection of intellectual property 
rights [11]. In 2014, Chunlin Chen, Yanqiu Song and Yunting Wang evaluated the 
performance of intellectual property management. They took intellectual property 
rights management of government funding research project as the research ob-
ject. They set up the evaluation index system with the laws and regulations. They 
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proposed a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model based on expert opinion. 
They determined the evaluation index system with the expert opinion [12]. Sun 
He quantified and analyzed the law enforcement level of intellectual property of 
our country. They used the normalization method and the grey system model on 
data processing and pointed out that the administrative law enforcement protec-
tion is the important means to realize the protection of intellectual property 
rights protection from the level of judicial protection of intellectual property and 
administrative protection law enforcement level, social and enterprise and indi-
vidual protection level [13]. 

2.2. The Characteristics of the Existing Research 

In recent years, many Chinese scholars have carried out quantitative evaluation 
research of intellectual property protection in the field of law, economics, 
science and technology. In the field of law, the study focuses on quantitative 
evaluate relevant legislation ability, judicial protection ability and IP protection 
law enforcement ability. Most scholars applied the revised G-P method to meas-
ure the intellectual property protection level, emphasizes IP protection system 
security and order, social values and public interests. Researcher in the field of 
science and technology Focus on the development and application of advanced 
science and technology. They research all kinds of intellectual property protec-
tion technology and method. 

The commonly used research methods includes: 1) the questionnaire method; 
2) Ginerate-Park method; 3) the information processing method. Ginerate-Park 
method is an evaluation method for the strength of intellectual property legisla-
tion, is not for the protection level of intellectual property. In some studies, 
scholars set the equal weights for different lever parameters, ignoring its differ-
ent impact degree on the intellectual property protection, which will probably 
make results less scientific, less valid. In recent studies, some scholars have been 
aware of the shortage, gradually introduced the data analysis method, such as 
fuzzy mathematics theory and entropy theory to set parameter weight. 

3. The Limitation of the Existing Research 

1) The regional differences were not been considered. People’s protection 
consciousness varies from different economic conditions. If not considering re-
gional economic differences, but blindly implement the intellectual property 
policies, it will be frustrated. In China, there is unbalanced development and the 
economic condition is difference in various regions. So, regional differences 
must be considered in the research. 

2) Applicable Conditions of research is not been illustrated. Intellectual prop-
erty protection is a complicated issue related with the legislative, judicial, econ-
omy, technology, culture, education, social environment and etc. [4]. In the 
study, Most scholars choose these factors, which relevant to the economic, tech-
nical, and social environment, as parameters that have an effect on enforcement 
ability. The results of that study will be limited by the condition of research en-
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vironment. So, applicable Conditions of research should be illustrated. In reality, 
if condition of the legislative level, economic condition and social environment 
does not meet the applicable environment, the application of research is mea-
ningless. I think that study of intellectual property is valuable only in specific 
conditions: 1) the complete legal system; 2) the higher degree of governed by 
law; 3) the stability of the economic level; 4) adaptable level of law enforcement 
to the current economic. 

3) Main types of intellectual property were not involved comprehensively in 
study, the results of study has limitations. At present, most study about intellec-
tual property protection mainly do macro-research to make clear that effect of 
Intellectual property protection on whole society. Patent data is chosen to 
represent the whole intellectual property category, while intellectual property in-
cludes patent, trademark, copyright. There are limitations to research only using 
patent data. Foreign scholars have set about to conducted studies according to 
the categories of intellectual property [13].  

4) Proxy variable for same parameter is not same in different study. After 
choosing parameters, proxy variable will be used to replace the parameter values, 
such as the number of lawyers to measure the judicial protection level, legislative 
years measure whether the legal system is complete, the per capita GDP to 
measure economic development level (some studies using urban per capita dis-
posable income to measure economic development level), the trademark admin-
istrative enforcement cases measure administrative law enforcement efficiency 
(some measured by the copyright administrative authorities investigate case level 
administrative law enforcement efficiency) [11] [14] [15]. That would lead to the 
results are inconsistent.  

5) Lack of corresponding evaluation. The existing evaluation study of intel-
lectual property protection focus on evaluating a country’s overall strength of 
intellectual property protection, [7] there is less targeted evaluation. There is no 
quantitative evaluation research have been conducted to the administrative de-
partment of industry, industry and different policy. 

4. The New Perspective of Quantitative Evaluation Research 
of Intellectual Property Rights Protection 

With the development of the quantitative evaluation research of intellectual 
property protection, many scholars put forward the new idea. In order to break 
through the bottleneck of the present research, it is imperative to introduce new 
perspective and new method to research.  

4.1. Perspective Based on the Theory of the Performance 

Performance reflects the efficiency of organization in complete or exact fulfill-
ment of the terms of plan for achieving goals [16]. Performance targets of the 
intellectual property protection is to attach importance to on both social public 
interests and the balance between fairness and efficiency, while intellectual 
property right were protected effectively and properly. The object of perfor-
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mance evaluation is a series of activities, which can be evaluated, in four process 
of intellectual property work. 

The performance evaluation parameters are diverse, and evaluation criterion 
is dynamic, but not static [17]. The parameters are difference in various stages of 
development [16]. We select the performance evaluation parameters from the 
objects and users of four processes in intellectual property work. It will make 
evaluation parameter set comprehensive.  

We do the quantitative evaluation research of intellectual property protection 
will be helpful to make the intellectual property system healthy, orderly and sus-
tainable.  

4.2. Comprehensive Evaluation Idea Based on Value Chain  

In 1985, Michael porter of Harvard University introduced analysis method based 
on value chain in book: competitive advantage. [18] The enterprise and relevant 
unit seemed to be a whole body, it create the same value. [8] In recent years, for-
eign scholars have done the research of intellectual property protection using 
that theory based on supply chain management [19]. In China, Heng Tang, Yang 
Zhang and Jinyan Chai was proposed to do intellectual property research based 
on value chain. They qualitatively expounded and analyzed the theory [8], but 
no quantitative evaluation. 

Intellectual property value chain is the combination of Michael porter’s value 
chain theory and the intellectual property management [20]. The value of intel-
lectual property including creator’s value and social value, it covers four process 
of intellectual property work: intellectual property creation, intellectual property 
utilization and intellectual property protection, and intellectual property man-
agement. It organically combines all processes together, and it makes a more 
complete intellectual property research. comprehensive evaluation idea based on 
value chain make four process connection and integration effectively to raise 
their ability, maximizing the value of intellectual property.  

4.3. Commercial Perspective Evaluation, Comprehensive  
Evaluation by Using Parameters Covered Field of Technology, 
Economy and Law 

In China, the research of intellectual property protection mainly concentrated 
on legal in the field of law, concentrated on new technology in the field of 
science & technology, or concentrated on economic income distribution in the 
field of economics. There is no combination research of law, economy and 
technology. It is significant to build analysis frame work with “technology- 
economy-aw”, study the effect of intellectual property of on market structure 
and competition from the view of commerce. It can be more comprehensive 
quantitative evaluation of intellectual property protection level. 

4.4. Classification Evaluation According to the Kind of Intellectual 
Property  

There are three important content of Intellectual property: the patent, trademark 
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and copyright. They have the following characteristics in China: 1) administra-
tive department of intellectual property is varied from different categories of in-
tellectual property. There is difference in aspect of law enforcement strength 
[14]. 2) private rights and public rights is different, resulting in different social 
value; 3) protection consciousness is different between different categories of in-
tellectual property; 4) corresponding value chain is different, and the objects in 
the value chain is also different.  

In the existing research of intellectual property protection, the patent data has 
been used to instead of three kind of intellectual property, it lead to that result 
has a lot of restrictions. Especially in the environment of culture industry rapid 
development, copyright of digital publishing is very important. I think the re-
search results should be more effective in realistic guiding significance, if the re-
search have been done in accordance with the patent, trademark, copyright 
(copyright), respectively. 

5. New Research Methods of Quantitative Evaluation 
5.1. Information Technology Related with E-Government  

Performance Evaluation 

Chu Zhang introduces the concept of performance evaluation to quantitative 
evaluation research of intellectual property protection first time in the paper: 
“On the Constitution of the Performance Evaluation System of Intellectual 
Property Protection”. He introduced the foreign government performance con-
trol target system, and put forward three kinds of e-government control goal 
system: COBIT system, FEA system and EAF system. In his research, Chu Zhang 
points out that those evaluation model system have consult value for evaluation 
of intellectual property protection in our country [19]. EAF system has strong 
Indian aboriginality, so we temporarily not to consider this approach. 

COBIT is internationally recognized standards for management and control 
of security and information technology, it is the integrated information control 
system, in which the performance evaluation is an important component. COBIT 
system is helpful to quantitative evaluation of intellectual property protection. 
We can do the research follow steps: 1) defining the high-level performance 
evaluation goal of intellectual property protection; 2) describing the evaluation 
criteria; 3) in a series of activities, defining evaluation goals in detail according to 
the high-level goal; 4) give scores to parameters according to the evaluation cri-
teria; 5) applying three kinds of assessment tools to research: the key success 
factors, key performance indicators and key target index.  

5.2. System Comprehensive Evaluation Method Based on Expert  
Selection  

In recent years, scholars have applied comprehensive evaluation methods to 
quantitative evaluation research of intellectual property protection level, such as 
fuzzy theory, gray model, entropy value method and so on [9]. There is broader 
research idea and better research methods than before. At present research, most 
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scholars resolve problem in a certain way, which lead to inconsistent evaluate 
conclusion because of different methods, or random error caused by single 
quantitative method. Seeking for the new evaluation method is necessary to 
make the research effectively, On the premise of fully recognize evaluation ob-
jects, external environment and the evaluation requirements. Professor Qian Xue- 
sen proposed a method of processing complex giant system, which is compre-
hensive integration method from qualitative to the quantitative thinking. It is be 
used to combination evaluation research based on the method set. Under the 
guidance of the basic evaluation principles, several methods will be concentrated 
extracted from the set of basic evaluation method according to certain standards 
and rules, and then the object will be evaluated by those methods, which will 
eliminate the system error and random error caused by single method. At the 
same time, it can solve the inconsistency problem evaluation conclusion. In the 
study, if we can study with combined method based on expert suggestion, the 
research conclusion will be more scientific and more effective.  

6. Rules of Building a Quantitative Evaluation Index Set 

It is an importance step for research of intellectual property protection quantita-
tive evaluation to building a relevant evaluation index set. There are some advi- 
ces about choosing parameter, it follows. 

Index source: index selected exist in the process of intellectual property, it 
contains four aspects: intellectual property creation, intellectual property appli-
cation, intellectual property protection and intellectual property management. 
The system is not complete if one of the four aspects is absent [6]. 

The range of data: we need experiment data corresponding to index, which re-
flect the real situation. China joined in the WTO in 2001. After 2001, economic 
condition, social environment, degree of legislation and law enforcement has 
met the essential condition for the research of intellectual property protection in 
China. Making use of data from 2001 to 2015 to do research, the research results 
will have more scientific and realistic significance for the future work. 

The basic principle of index selection: it is key point for the guarantee of re-
sults is scientific and validity to establish the index system. It is complex and dif-
ficult, we should follow principles: 1) the index set should containboth quantita-
tive parameters and qualitative parameters; 2) the scientific principle; 3) com-
prehensive, systemic principle; 4) operational principle; 5) the principle of sta-
bility.  

7. Conclusions 

Quantitative research of intellectual property protection came up in the 1980’s. 
Scholars adopted various quantitative or qualitative analysis methods to measure 
the level of intellectual property protection. The most famous is the Rapp-Rozek 
method and Ginarte-Park method. In China, people get the concept of intellec-
tual property later than other countries. People lack protection consciousness of 
private property. Until 2001, after the accession to the WTO, Chinese scholars 
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actively have begun to do research on the protection of intellectual property, but 
the method is limited, mostly is revised method but not technique innovation.  

Intellectual property, which is core elements of international competitiveness 
and resource of national development strategic, has become an important means 
of development and competition in many countries. View from the angle of eco- 
nomics and management, it would have more practical value to do research of 
intellectual property protection based on the industrial chain. Intellectual prop-
erty protection issue is complex, related with many field. Research on intellectual 
property protection should be system, comprehensive. 

In China, economic development is different from different region. The quan-
titative evaluation study of intellectual property protection should fully consider 
the actual situation of unbalanced development in various regions. According to 
industry characteristics and intellectual property categories, targeted research 
will be better. The process of research needs to follow certain principles: firstly, 
choose the better research perspectives and target orientation; secondly, estab-
lishing a comprehensive & systematic index system, and get the effective data 
that is the best response to actual situation; Last, choosing the appropriate re-
search methods. That will ensure research process scientific and research con-
clusion effectiveness. 
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